Feedback from guests
It’s said that the best way to get an objective judgement of a person is through
others, so here are some of the reviews I’ve gotten from my guests during my
years as a guide. (All reviews and more are available to see in original, if requested.)
”We have travelled around the world and have been guided by many, both good and bad. But
a guide like Lindy, who served us during this week, we’ve never encountered before. Incredibly
knowledgeable on all excursions, knowledgeable in plants, great in singing (sang for us in a
church, absolutely amazing).
We can’t find superlatives enough to tell about Lindy’s fantastic characteristics as a guide. She
has talents enough to choose many other professions other than the one she has now. Take
good care of Lindy and give her higher salary. There are not many guides like her.
Not to forget; Lindy has a fantastic voice that everyone can hear, even the ones with impaired
hearing. She is a great educator!”
”Lindy – outstanding – cannot be better!! Super competent with a twinkle in her eye. Other staff
at the destination was also good and positive, but it’s not easy to compete with Lindy.”
“Without Lindy’s fantastic KNOWLEDGE we would have missed out on a lot. She knew
EVERYTHING, plants, years and names of everything, history and culture. A very good storyteller.
She made the excursions a true joy and adventure. On her day off we missed her. She spreads
HAPPYNESS. The BEST guide I’ve ever experienced.”
”Lindy Antonsson, guide. Nice personality, knowledgeable, encouraging, caring – PERFECT!
The best we’ve had since 1979 when we started our travels!”
“Our travelling agency promised us their best guide. We got even more than we asked for.
Incredibly knowledgeable, kind, professional - there aren’t words enough to describe how well
Lindy fits as a guide. Over qualified I guess is one of those words.”
”Our guide Lindy turned out to be an extraordinary tour leader on our excursions. Always sharing
extensive knowledge performed in a very personal and kind way, pedagogically informative
with anecdotes from own experiences of the country. She was always attentive of us all, that we
could hear and follow – not getting behind – caring about us pensioners. Never reading from a
manuscript, but told her stories personally passionate. We have never before experienced a
guide with all these qualifications. Simply a shining star!!”
“Lindy has performed particularly professional. She has to great satisfaction solved a difficult
room problem. The excursions with her as a guide have been characterized by great knowledge
with an admirable width. Always happy, positive and caring she has given so much of herself.
Her efforts deserve a rating not only at the top of the rating scale but a bit above. Our memories
of this trip together with Lindy will delight us for a long time to come.”
The guide Lindy is an incredible resource for the travelling agency! What an engagement and
personality and way to interact with people! She has taken care of us in the best and most
professional way. All honour to Lindy! Take good care of her. What a PR for your agency!”

… and two of the last reviews I got just before I left my job as a guide in The Azores:
”Good guide x 10 = Lindy
Knowledgeable – fantastic storyteller. We’ve never had such a great guide before. The best of
all might be that she loves her job and her guests. HERE YOU’RE LOOSING A PEARL!”
”Convince Lindy Antonsson to stay in the Azores. She’s needed with her engagement and her
knowledge about the island and us tourists. A big plus for letting us have Lindy as our guide the
whole week. My husband and I have travelled about 2 times per year for 40 years. This is a brand
new positive experience for us. Thank you!”
Comments on how the travelling agency can become ever better:
”As long as you have Lindy as a guide it probably isn’t possible to make anything better. She was
our guide the whole week and she was absolutely amazing!”
”Clone Lindy!  ”

These reviews are part of the reason why I became the

